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Abstract. This research was concerning in mat forming method for production of oriented 

strands board (OSB) in laboratory scale. There were three prototype models of OSB 

resulted in method applied, namely manually alignment’s model, using former device tool 

adopted from Nishimura’s model, and using former device made of plywood and wire’s 

model. From the physical and mechanical properties evaluation, the best mat of OSB was 

resulted in the third model, using former device made of plywood and wire. 
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1 Introduction 

The direction arrangement of strands mat is the most important process in the production of 

oriented strands board (OSB) to determine the quality of the board products. The strand board is 

consisted of two parts which are two parallel surfaces along the lengthwise direction and the 

main layer where the strands direction is perpendicular to the lengthwise or parallel to the 

widthwise direction of the panels [1]. 

There are two types of strands arrangement on the panels; they are mechanical orientation and 

electrical orientation. Mechanical orientation can be done by dropping the stands between 

parallel thin mats or by bringing them into narrow pockets for later dropping on the panels [2]. 

In electrical orientation, a strand is dropped between electrically charged plats, and because of 

the polar and electrically charged plat, it can be self-oriented [3, 4]. 
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This orientation of strands direction may become a key factor in the strands board manufacture 

because it will determine the quality of the panels. Three models of strand panels based on the 

orientation of strands direction was made which were the panels with totally random strands 

direction, the direction of the strands was in to the main mat, and the direction of main mat was 

perpendicular to the direction of surface mat. The results showed that the strands direction into 

the surface and the main mats affects the value of the modulus of rupture and modulus of 

elasticity but does not affect the moisture content, thickness swelling, and internal bonding 

strength [5].  This research objective is to evaluate the influence of strands direction to the 

physical and mechanical characteristic of strands panels. 

2 Materials and Methods 

The materials were consisted of wood strands of acacia, eucalyptus, and gmelina with 8 to 9% 

of moisture content, phenol formaldehyde (PF) powder with solid resin 98.28% as an adhesive, 

and powder paraffin wax. Strands panel was made of three mats, surface and back mats were 

perpendicular to the middle mat. 

The three strands orientation techniques in mat panel that have been done were: (1) strands 

manually arranged following bricks arrangement in the construction of buildings [5-9]; (2) 

strands were arranged using orientation tool that was made from adopted mat in Nishimura et al. 

in [2] as shown in Figure 1; (3) strands was constructed using an orientation tool that was 

modified from the Nishimura et al. in [2] by replacing the mat with a wire as shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 1 Strands orientation tool in the strands making adopted from Nishimura et al. 

cited in [2]. 

 

Strand panels were made by length, width, and thickness 30 cm by 30 cm by 0.9 cm following 

below procedure:  
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1. The panel target density was 0.75 g/cm³ with two replications and resulted in 18 strand 

mats. 

2. Paraffin powder (1% of strands dried weight) and PF powder (5% of strands dried weight) 

were mixed with the strands before their orientation was arranged in the mold. 

3. The hot pressing was carried out using a specific pressure of 25 kg/cm2 or a pressure meter 

of 90 kg/cm2 and at temperature 160°C with total pressing time 15 minutes with 5 minutes 

for control position until it reached 20 mm thickness and 10 minutes was needed to 

maintain at a thickness of 9 mm. 

4. Strand panels were conditioned to keep at room temperature for two weeks before they 

were physically and mechanically analyzed based on Japanese Industrial Standard (JIS) A 

5908 2003 [1]. 

 

Figure 2 The improved strands orientation tool adopted from Nishimura et al. cited in [2]. 

The best strand panel was the one that had the best performance after physically and 

mechanically analyzed. Then, the produced strand panels were arranged based on their analysis 

scores from the highest to the lowest scores, with the highest score as the best panel. 

The quality parameters of panels for physical analysis were panel density, moisture content, 

thickness swelling, and water absorption ability while the mechanical parameters for analysis 

consisted of internal bonding, modulus of rupture, and modulus of elasticity.  

3 Result and Discussion   

3.1 Density  

The average of panel density was presented in Figure 3. This study found that the panel density 

values were below the target density (0.75 g/cm3). This may be as the result of spring back 

during hot pressing period. 
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Figure 3 Histogram of density panels. 

3.2 Moisture content determination 

Then calculation result of strand panels showed the value ranged between of 12.34 to 17.90% as 

presented in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4 The histogram of moisture content panels. 

Generally, the obtained results of strand moisture panels did not meet the JIS A 5908 2003 that 

required moisture between 5 to 13%. This is because the strand panels were not dense enough as 

the impact of a low adhesive rate in the panels (5 part of total panel weight) that caused the 

strands were easily absorbed air moisture during conditioning period.  

The mat forming technique did not have impact to the moisture of strand panels. The high 

strand panel moisture content may be due to a gap between strands that allowed the wood 

strands to absorb ambient air moisture. The entered panel moisture is differentiated by intruded 

water in the panels that filled the empty cavities inside part of the panels and the moisture that 

enters in the wood particles that forms the panels [10]. 

3.3 The thickness swelling 

The thickness swelling was obtained after 2 and 24 hours soaking the panels as showed in 

Figure 5. The highest thickness swelling of the strand panels was in eucalyptus wood. 
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Figure 5 The histogram of thickness swelling panels. 

The highest value of thickness swelling in eucalyptus wood was affected by wood density of 

eucalyptus. In the average, eucalyptus wood density was 0.61 which is higher than that of acacia 

(0.57) and gmelina (0.57). The eucalyptus wood density has caused its compression ratio of this 

wood was lower (1.23) than that of acacia (1.32), gmelina (1.32) and also lower than that of 

suggested by Maloney in [11] for about 1.30 to generate high quality panels. 

High thickness swelling values were also caused by the use of a one percent of paraffin wax as 

the only protector source from water. Bowyer et al. cited in [3] suggested that to get the 

protection from water and to be water resistant, the amount of paraffin wax added in the strand 

panels should be 2% 

3.4 Water absorption 

The result of water absorption percentage during 2 and 24 hours soaking period of the strand 

panels is presented in Figure 6.  The water absorption of strand panel was the lowest using the 

orientation technique III compared to the other techniques. This is because the distribution of 

strands were fairer in the technique III as the result of the gravitation force when the strands 

were dropped that avoid the gap for being formed due to plywood barrier, and, of course, faster 

than technique I which was arranged manually. 

 

Figure 6 The histogram of water absorption value panels. 
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3.5 Internal bonding 

The values of internal bonding were presented in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7 The histogram of internal bonding strand panels. 

This study showed that the value of internal bonding did not meet JIS A 5908 standard 2003, 

which required 3.10 kg/cm2 [1]. The uneven distribution of adhesives due to the powdered form 

and the low rate of adhesive used, caused the low value of internal bonding. The average 

damage was occurred in the middle part of the strand panels. This indicates that the bonding 

between the strand mats and the adhesive powder may be not strong enough, hence, the bonding 

between the strand mats is not optimum yet. The PF adhesive powder that has been attached to 

the wooden strands during blending period will form spots/dots when they are exposed to the 

heat and results in less strong bonding compared to the liquid adhesive that can penetrate and 

form a better mechanical anchor [12] as well as mechanical interlock [13]. 

The effect of mat formation technique, as has been seen in Figure 7, showed a no indication to 

be able to generate high value of internal bonding. Thus, it can be concluded that internal 

bonding is not affected by strand mat forming techniques. 

3.6 Modulus of rupture 

The value of modulus of rupture (MOR) is presented in Figure 8 and 9. The MOR of strand 

panels was analyzed in two different positions: parallel along the length and the width directions 

(perpendicular to the length of panels).  

The results displayed that the MOR values parallel along the panels in acacia woods using the 

forming panel technique III is exceeded the JIS standard. The JIS standard required the 

minimum MOR amounted to 245 kg/cm2 for parallel position along the panel length [1]. 

The mat forming technique I did not meet the JIS standard because the manual arrangement of 

strands following bricks construction will weaken the panels especially with the addition 

loading at the ends of the strand. In addition, a low level of adhesive used makes the bonds 

between strands less compact. 
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Figure 8 The histogram of MOR parallel to the length panels. 

The values of MOR strand mats forming technique II for parallel length also did not meet JIS 

standards because this technique created cavity / gap among strands on the panels as an effect of 

the plywood that is used as the strands direction can create a barrier that makes the bonds 

between strands is less compact and resulting in low values. Koch [4] suggested that the value 

of MOR is influenced by several important factors, such as the orientation of strands, the 

density and the type of wood, the quality of the strand, the adhesive content, the moisture 

content of the panels, the procedure of pressing, and the panel density. 

 

Figure 9 The histogram of MOR values parallel to width panels 

The test results of MOR parallel to width strand panels were in the range between 25 and 111 

kg/cm2 as presented in Figure 9. The MOR parallel to width strand panels or perpendicular to 

length strand panel values of acacia and eucalyptus wood tend to increase in techniques I, II, 

and III; by contrast, gmelina exhibits the opposite trends. This indicated that the test affects the 

results. If the test is conducted on the strand gaps, the results can be small and vice versa if the 

measurements have been done on the strands body. To conclude, the strand formation 

techniques can only work to orientate strands while the value of the MOR is depended on the 

sample position when the test is carried out, whether the load is on the tip or body of the strands.  

3.7 Modulus of elasticity 

Similar to the MOR, the modulus of elasticity (MOE) of the strand panels is tested in two 

positions, parallel to the length and to the width direction (perpendicular to the length of the 
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strand panels). The results showed that the MOE parallel to the length direction as presented in 

Figure 10 did not meet JIS A 5908 2003 standard, which required a minimum score of 40,800 

kg/cm2. However, the mat formation technique III generated higher results than that from the 

mat formation technique I and II. This suggests that the mat formation technique III produces 

the expected strands that do not create gaps/cavities as technique II does. Related to damage due 

to loading, the mat formation technique I will generate a systematic damage in the strands 

gap/connection as in the brick construction. Thus, the results of this study strengthen the 

previous theory that the orientation and position of the strands will affect the MOE of the 

resulting bending. 

 

Figure 10 The histogram of MOE parallel to length panels. 

Similar to parallel to the length strand panels condition, the test of MOE on the strands width 

results (perpendicular to the long direction) were presented in Figure 11 and it showed that the 

results did not meet JIS A 5908 2003 standard which requires a minimum value of 1.33x104 

kg/cm2. The trend of the results is also similar with the test of MOE parallel to the strands 

length; the MOE using the technique III generated relatively high results compared to the 

techniques I and II. This is because technique III can eliminate the occurrence of gaps/cavities 

in the strand composers. 

Figure 11 presents that the eucalyptus board has a much lower MOE than that from acacia and 

gmelina wood. This finding is in agreement with Maloney cited in [11] that suggests wooden 

particle panels with a high wood density will have a low MOE. It has been proven that with a 

mean wood density of 0.61 g/cm3, eucalyptus has a lower MOE compared to acacia and gmelina 

that have a mean of wood density of 0.57 g/cm3. 
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Figure 11 The histogram of MOE parallel to width panels. 

3.8 The best strand panels model   

The best strand panel was determined based on the best result of the mechanical and physical 

testing/meet the JIS A 5908 2003. The quality of the strand panels was arranged based on the 

analysis results with the highest testing value as the best strand panels.  

Table 1 The rank of acacia-made strand panels analysis based on the three mat strands 

forming techniques 

The analysis of physical and mechanical 

characteristics 

The analysis rank 

Technique 

I II III 

Physical characteristics    

Density 3 1 2 
Moisture content 3 2 1 

Thickness swelling 

 2 hours 
 24 hours 

 

2 
2 

 

1 
1 

 

3 
3 

Moisture absorption 

 2 hours 
 24 hours 

 

2 
2 

 

1 
1 

 

3 
3 

Mechanical characteristics    

Internal bonding 2 1 3 

MOR parallel to the length  
MOR parallel to the width 

2 
1 

1 
2 

3 
3 

MOE parallel to the length  

MOE parallel to the width 

2 

1 

1 

2 

3 

3 

Total analysis score 22 14 30 

Note :  3= good, 2=fair, 1= poor    

 

Table 1 displayed that acacia-made strand panels that was made using the mat forming 

technique III would generate the best physical and mechanical characters compared to the ones 

that was made using the mat forming technique I and II, with the total value 30, although it does 

not meet with JIS A 5908 2003 standard yet.  

Table 2 showed that the eucalyptus-made by the mat strand forming technique III generates the 

best physical and mechanical properties compared to those made with techniques I and II, with a 

sum of score 33, although it does not meet the JIS A 5908 (2003) standard yet. 
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Table 2 The rank of eucalyptus-made strand panels analysis based on the three mat 

strands forming techniques 

The analysis of physical and mechanical 

characteristics 

The analysis rank 

Technique 

I II III 

Physical characteristics    

Density 1 2 3 
Moisture content 1 2 3 

Thickness swelling 

 2 hours 
 24 hours 

 

1 
1 

 

2 
2 

 

3 
3 

Moisture absorption 

 2 hours 
 24 hours 

 

1 
2 

 

2 
1 

 

3 
3 

Mechanical characteristics    

Internal bonding 1 2 3 

MOR parallel to the length  
MOR parallel to the width 

1 
1 

2 
2 

3 
3 

MOE parallel to the length  

MOE parallel to the width 

1 

1 

2 

2 

3 

3 

Total analysis score 13 21 33 

Note :  3= good, 2=fair, 1= poor    

 

Table 3 The rank of gmelina-made strand panels analysis based on the three mat strands 

forming techniques 

The analysis of physical and mechanical 

characteristics 

The analysis rank 

Technique 

I II III 

Physical characteristics    

Density 3 2 1 
Moisture content 3 1 2 

Thickness swelling 

 2 hours 
 24 hours 

 

2 
1 

 

1 
2 

 

3 
3 

Moisture absorption 

 2 hours 

 24 hours 

 

2 

1 

 

1 

2 

 

3 

3 

Mechanical characteristics    

Internal bonding 1 3 2 

MOR parallel to the length  
MOR parallel to the width 

3 
3 

2 
2 

1 
1 

MOE parallel to the length  

MOE parallel to the width 

2 

3 

1 

1 

3 

2 

Total analysis score 24 18 24 

Note :  3= good, 2=fair, 1= poor    

 

Table 3 suggested that the gmelina-wood strand panels that are made by the mat strand forming 

technique I and III have an improved physical and mechanical properties compared to those that 

is made by technique II, with a score of 24, even though they have yet to meet JIS A 5908 2003 

standard. 
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4 Conclusion 

The mat strand forming techniques III using the strand direction-oriented tool with plywood and 

wire that is a modification of an invented tool by Nishimura et al. [2] is the best and the most 

efficient technique to produce all types of wood strand panels. Nevertheless, the strand panels 

produced generally do not meet JIS A 5908 2003 standards due to insufficient rate of adhesives 

and further research is needed to analyze the optimum moisture content for fairly distributing 

and optimally bonding of PF adhesive powder. 
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